
IV.13 Preserving Topology

The surface simpli�cation algorithm of the last sec-

tion works by contracting edges. We preserve the

topological type by rejecting the contraction of edges

that would change it. This section describes local

conditions that characterize type preserving edge con-

tractions. We �rst study manifolds, then manifolds

with boundary, and �nally general 2-complexes.

Manifolds. Suppose K is a 2-complex that trian-

gulates a 2-manifold. Then every point x 2 jjK jj has

a neighborhood homeomorphic to an open disk. To

avoid lengthy sentences we just say the neighborhood

is an open disk. This implies that in particular the

star of every vertex u is an open disk. Strictly speak-

ing this statement makes sense only if we replace the

star by its underlying space, which we de�ne as the

union of simplex interiors, which is the set di�erence

between the underlying spaces of two complexes,

jj Stu jj =
[

�2Stu

int �

= jjClSt u jj � jjCl Stu� St u jj:

The condition on vertex stars is also suÆcient. In

other words, jjK jj is a 2-manifold i� jj StK jj � R
2 for

every vertex u 2 K.

Now consider the contraction of an edge ab of K.

Whether or not the contraction preserves the topolog-

ical type depends on how the links of a and b meet.

On a 2-manifold, the link of each vertex is a circle. In

Figure IV.1 to the left, the two circles intersect in two

points and the contraction preserves the topological

type. To the right, the circles intersect in a point and

an edge, and in this case the contraction pinches the

manifold along a newly formed edge which forms the

base of a �n similar to the one in Figure IV.5.
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Figure IV.1: The edges of the link of a are solid and

those of the link of b are dashed.

Link condition. The condition that distinguishes

topology preserving edge contractions from others is

that the vertex links intersect in the link of the edge.

Link Condition Lemma A. Let K be the triangu-

lation of a 2-manifold. The contraction of ab 2 K

preserves the topological type i� Lka \ Lk b =

Lkab.

Proof. We prove only the more diÆcult direction,

which is from the link condition to jjK jj � jjL jj. Since

jjK jj is a 2-manifold, the link of ab consists of exactly

two vertices x and y, as shown in the left picture of

Figure IV.1. The links of a and of b are two circles

which meet at x and y. The outer pieces of the two

circles glued at x and y form another circle, which is

the link of ab inK and also the link of c in L. We con-

struct isomorphic subdivisions of K and L by map-

ping the common link to the boundary of a regular

n-gon in the plane, as shown in Figure IV.2. The stars

Figure IV.2: The superposition of the images of the

stars of ab in K and of c in L.

of ab and of c are mapped to two triangulations of the

n-gon. We superimpose the triangulations and get a

decomposition into convex polygonal regions, which

we further re�ne to another triangulation. This tri-

angulation is mapped back to form subdivisions of the

stars of ab and of c. The link has not been changed,

so we can combine the subdivided star of ab with the

unsubdivided rest of K, and similar for the star of

c and L. The resulting subdivisions of K and L are

isomorphic. We can now map corresponding trian-

gles to each other and thus obtain a homeomorphism

between jjK jj and jjL jj.

A more formal description of how to create the

homeomorphism from the isomorphic subdivisions re-

quires simplicial maps, which will be introduced in

Section ??.
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Manifolds with boundary. A triangulation K of

a manifold with non-empty boundary also has vertices

whose stars are open half-disks, jj St u jj � H
2 . To keep

the number of cases small, we add a dummy vertex

! and the cone from ! to each boundary circle. This

idea is illustrated in Figure IV.3. The boundary of

ω

Figure IV.3: The two holes in the manifold are �lled

by adding the cone from ! to the circles bounding the

holes.

jjK jj consists of ` � 1 circles triangulated by cycles

Ci � K. We �ll the holes by adding the cone from !

to every cycle,

K! = K [ (! �

`[
i=1

Ci):

In K!, every vertex star is an open disk except pos-

sibly the star of !. We denote the link of a vertex

u in K! as Lk!u. The condition that distinguishes

topology preserving edge contractions from others is

now the same as for manifolds.

Link Condition Lemma B. Let K be the triangu-

lation of a 2-manifold with boundary. The con-

traction of ab 2 K preserves the topological type

i� Lk!a \ Lk!b = Lk!ab.

The proof is only mildly more complicated than that

of the weaker Lemma A.

Open books. To attack the problem for general 2-

complexes, we need a better understanding of the dif-

ferent types of neighborhoods that are possible. We

classify stars using a new type of space. The open

book with p pages is the topological space K 2
p
homeo-

morphic to the union of p copies of H 2 glued along the

common boundary line. For example, the open book

with one page is the open half-disk and the open book

with two pages is the open disk. The order of a sim-

plex � 2 K is

ord � =

8<
:

0 if jj St � jj � R
2 ;

1 if jj St � jj � K
2
p
; p 6= 2;

2 otherwise:

Figure IV.4 illustrates the de�nition with sketches of

four di�erent types of vertex stars. The order of an

edge in a 2-complex can only be 0 or 1, and the order

of a triangle is always 0.

(d)(c)(b)(a)

Figure IV.4: The underlying space of the vertex star in

(a) is an open disk, in (b) is an open half-disk, in (c) is

an open book with 4 pages, and in (d) is not an open

book. The corresponding order of the vertex is 0 in (a),

1 in (b), 1 in (c), and 2 in (d).

Boundary. We generalize the notion of boundary

in such a way that only triangulations of 2-manifolds

have no boundary. At the same time we use the order

information to distinguish between di�erent types of

boundaries. Speci�cally, the j-th boundary of a 2-

complex K is the collection of all simplices with order

j or higher,

BdjK = f� 2 K j ord� � jg:

As an example consider the shark �n complex shown

in Figure IV.5. It is constructed by gluing two closed

disks along a simple path. This path is a contiguous

piece of the boundary of one disk (the �n) and it lies

in the interior of the other disk. Note that jjK jj is a 2-

2 1
2

0

1

Figure IV.5: The shark �n 2-complex. A few of the

vertices are high-lighted and marked with their order.

manifold i� Bd1K = Bd2K = ;. The 2-nd boundary

of a 2-manifold with boundary is empty, but there

are other spaces with this property. For example, the

sphere together with its equator disk has empty 2-nd
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boundary. Its 1-st boundary is a circle of edges and

vertices (the equator) whose stars are open books of

3 pages each.

2-complexes. We are now ready to study condi-

tions under which an edge contraction in a general

2-complex preserves the topological type of that com-

plex. As it turns out, there does not exist a local

condition that is suÆcient and necessary, but there is

a characterizing local condition for a more restrictive

notion of type preservation. Let L be the 2-complex

obtained from K by contracting an edge ab 2 K. A

local unfolding is a homeomorphism f : jjK jj ! jjL jj

that di�ers from the identity only outside the star of

ab, that is, f(x) = x for all x 2 jjK � St ab jj. The con-

dition refers to links Lk!
0
� in K! = K [ (! � Bd1K)

and to links Lk!1 � in Bd!1K = Bd1K [ (! � Bd2K).

Link Condition Lemma C. Let K be a 2-complex,

ab an edge of K, and L the complex obtained by

contracting ab. There is a local unfolding jjK jj !

jjL jj i�

(i) Lk!0 a \ Lk!0 b = Lk!0 ab and

(ii) Lk!1 a \ Lk!0 b = ;.

The proof that conditions (i) and (ii) suÆce for the

existence of a local unfolding is similar to proof of

suÆciency in Lemma A, only more involved. The ne-

cessity of conditions (i) and (ii) requires a somewhat

tedious case analysis.

Non-local homeomorphism. Instead of proving

Lemma C, we show that there cannot be a similar

condition that recognizes the existence of a general

homeomorphism jjK jj ! jjL jj. The example we use is

the folding chair complex displayed in Figure IV.6.

Before the contraction of ab, it consists of �ve trian-

gles in the star of x and four disks U; V; Y; Z glued

to the link of x. Vertices a and b belong to the 1-st

boundary, but ab does not. It follows that ! violates

condition (i) of the Lemma C. Hence, there is no lo-

cal unfolding from jjK jj to jjL jj. After the contraction

there is one less triangle in the star of x, U loses two

triangles, and V; Y; Z are unchanged. The contraction

of ab exchanges left and right in the asymmetry of the

complex. We can �nd a homeomorphism jjK jj ! jjL jj

that acts like a mirror and maps U to V , V to U ,

Y to Z, Z to Y . The homeomorphism is necessarily

global. To detect that homeomorphism, we can force

any algorithm to look at every triangle of K.
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Figure IV.6: The folding chair complex. The bold edges

belong to three triangles each.

Bibliographic notes. The material of this lecture

is taken from a paper by Dey et al. [1], which stud-

ies edge contractions in general simplicial complexes

and proves results for 2- and for 3-complexes. The

order of a simplex has already been de�ned in 1960

by Whittlesey [4], although in di�erent words and no-

tation. He uses the concept to study the topological

classi�cation of 2-complexes. O'Dunlaing et al. [2] use

his results to show that deciding whether or not two

2-complexes have the same topological type is as hard

as deciding whether or not two graphs are isomorphic.

No polynomial time algorithm is known, but it is also

not known whether the graph isomorphism problem

is NP-complete [3].
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